Miss Kendra says,

"This red bead is for your strength!"

Teachers Share Red Bead Moments:

The moment when the student who's been crying after sharing about the loss of a loved one hears the whole room say, "You are strong."
Miss Kendra says,

"This red bead is for your strength!"

Teachers Share Red Bead Moments:

The moment when you see two kids who have never talked to each other make eye contact as they share that they've been through the same thing.
Miss Kendra says,

"This red bead is for your strength!"

Teachers Share Red Bead Moments:

The moment when that kid you suspected wasn't listening asks a poignant question of their classmate in response to something personal they shared.
Miss Kendra says,

"This red bead is for your strength!"

Teachers Share Red Bead Moments:

The moment when a kid you've been talking to about hard things for a long time says they're okay today, and you know they mean it.